ManTech Appoints John McNiff as Senior Vice President, Business Development of Mission, Cyber & Intelligence Solutions Group

December 3, 2018

HERNDON, Va., Dec. 03, 2018 (GLOBE NEWSWIRE) -- ManTech (Nasdaq: MANT) today announced that it has named John McNiff as Senior Vice President, Business Development of the company’s Mission, Cyber & Intelligence Solutions (MCIS) Group, reporting to MCIS President Rick Wagner.

John McNiff, Senior Vice President, Business Development, ManTech's Mission, Cyber & Intelligence Solutions Group

Mr. McNiff will direct business development strategy and drive growth across the spectrum of ManTech’s advanced solutions for customers in the Intelligence Community and intelligence sectors of the U.S. Department of Defense. He joins ManTech from Northrop Grumman, where he held senior positions in program development, long range strategic planning, strategic marketing, and business development.

"With nearly 30 years of experience in the intelligence, defense, telecom and IT sectors, John McNiff has the deep knowledge and expertise essential to understanding and serving the complex technology needs of the IC," said Rick Wagner. “His innovative thinking and aggressive commitment to the mission will further accelerate ManTech’s strong momentum with customers whose work is vital to national security.”

Prior to his 16-year career at Northrop Grumman, Mr. McNiff worked for Lockheed Martin Global Telecommunications, Iridium, LCC International and GTE SpaceNet. He holds patents in global telecommunications capabilities, and is a graduate of The College of William and Mary.

About ManTech
ManTech provides mission-focused technology solutions and services for U.S. defense, intelligence community and federal civilian agencies. Now in our 50th year, we excel in full-spectrum cyber, data collection & analytics, enterprise IT, systems engineering and software application development solutions that support national and homeland security. Additional information on ManTech can be found at www.mantech.com.

Statements in this press release that do not directly and exclusively relate to historical facts constitute “forward-looking statements” within the meaning of the safe harbor provisions of the Private Securities Litigation Reform Act of 1995. These forward-looking statements are subject to risks, uncertainties and other factors, many of which are outside of our control, and could cause actual results to differ materially from those we anticipate. For a written description of these factors, see the section titled “Risk Factors” in our most recent Annual Report on Form 10-K, as well as any updating information in our subsequent filings with the SEC. The forward-looking statements speak only as of the date hereof, and we disclaim any obligation to update them, whether as a result of a subsequent event or otherwise.
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